Amiloride, a specific drug for hypertension in black people with T594M variant?
The T594M polymorphism of the epithelial sodium channel is found in approximately 5% of people of African origin and is significantly associated with high blood pressure. Although the T594M polymorphism could increase renal sodium absorption through affected channels, it is not known whether this polymorphism causes hypertension. Amiloride specifically inhibits overactive sodium channels and effectively controls blood pressure in Liddle's syndrome, in which hypertension is caused by separate epithelial sodium channel mutations. The aim of this study was to determine whether amiloride was effective in lowering blood pressure in individuals with the T594M polymorphism. In an open, controlled study, 14 black hypertensive individuals with the T594M polymorphism were withdrawn from their usual medication and treated with amiloride. On entry to the study, individuals taking a mean of 2 drugs had blood pressure of 142/89+/-3/3 mm Hg. Amiloride alone (10 mg BID) controlled blood pressure effectively to the same level (140/91+/-4/2 mm Hg). When amiloride was withdrawn for 2 weeks, there was a large increase in blood pressure of 17/8+/-4/2 mm Hg (systolic, P<0.05; diastolic, P<0.01). On restarting amiloride, blood pressure was again controlled to 140/88+/-6/2 mm Hg. These results demonstrate that 10 mg BID amiloride is effective in controlling blood pressure in hypertensive individuals of African origin who have the T594M polymorphism. Our study supports the concept that the T594M polymorphism contributes to the elevation of blood pressure and suggests that consideration should be given to the use of amiloride in affected individuals.